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OVERVIEW
Kattam Katti transports you to Uttarayan, the world-famous festival in Gujarat, North India where millions of people
from different cities, religions and social classes come together to fly kites in a unique event marking the transition
from winter into spring. Tapping into the competitive chaos, creativity and colour of the event, Kattam Katti brings to
life the excitement of Uttarayan with lyricism, drama and exquisite technique. It illustrates the highs and lows, loves
and losses of lives that are lived out among the festivities. Kite flying becomes a metaphor for the inequalities of
privilege in societies and in the corporate world.
This neo classical work has a distinctly contemporary feel developed out of the South Asian dance tradition. It features
four professional dancers and four live musicians who perform specially composed music and interact with the
dancers. Kattam Katti is created and performed by a new generation of British dancers of Indian heritage and
accomplished musicians.
Pagrav Dance Company was founded by acclaimed dancer, choreographer and teacher Urja Desai Thakore (recently BBC
Young Dancer choreographer). The company creates work rooted in classical Indian Kathak styles fused with
contemporary storytelling, drama and design.
Commissioned by Sadler’s Wells. Funded by Arts Council England and Milton Keynes Council with partners MK Gallery,
Creative Folkestone, University of Bedfordshire, Akademi, SouthEast Dance, SAA Arts UK and GemArts.
The show is suitable for all ages and backgrounds and runs for 55 minutes with no interval.
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REVIEWS
‘Pagrav Dance Theatre's latest
show Kattam Katti is rich and
beautifully layered, and is sure to
engage both new and existing
audiences. The interplay between
dance, music and narrative is
deftly woven and perfectly
balanced, and the brilliantly
designed piece is engaging,
moving and playful.
The company are a joy to work
with and I look forward to
welcoming them back to
Cambridge Junction in the future.’
Matt Burman,
Artistic Director & Chief Executive
Cambridge Junction

‘A striking and exquisite work,
Kattam Katti is the antidote
we all need in the current
climate’
'Kattam Katti is inspired by the
chaos, colour and competition of
India's world famous Uttarayan
kite festival. The work is
performed by four UK-based
dancers of Asian heritage who
interact with four live musicians
playing a specially written score.
Together they bring the fun,
creativity and colour of the event
to life with drama, enchanting
lyricism and exquisite technique.'

In 50 minutes, Thakore has
created a snapshot of Uttarayan,
a glimpse into some of the
windows, characters, joys and
physical rituals involved in
making, flying, battling and
celebrating kites at the festival.
...
Pagrav Dance Company has
created a portrait of a
fascinating festival, a work of
lightness that rides the windsoaked eddies; their crack team
of musicians combine to elevate
the work to a higher realm.

Maya Pinder,
The Insanity in Dancing

Ian Abbott,
Writing about dance
Full review available here

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The information below is is taken from the full technical rider. If you book the show a full technical rider will be sent with
the contract.If you do have any questions before deciding please do contact our tour booker, or the full tech rider is
available on request.
Generally, a full day get in before the show, plus the show day for an evening performance is required. Get out can be
achieved in 2 hours following the performance. The stage is solely required by Pagrav Dance Company for this duration..

GENERAL INFORMATION
Running time: 55 minutes
Interval: No

REQUIREMENTS
A clear stage area of 10m (W) x 8 (D) excluding wings
Black dance floor to cover the main stage area
Black masking for the main stage area

Warnings: None
Latecomers: To be discussed on site
The touring company :
4 Dancers
4 Musicians
1 Stage Manager
1 Sound Engineer
1 Lighting Technician

Black wool serge “full black” to be used as backdrop upstage 15 x stage
weights for the set
Hot power for the motorised tracks - position of the tracks will be
specified in the lighting plan
High quality FOH PA system and monitor system with 24 channel digital
desk, outboard reverbs and microphones etc as specified Sound
engineer familiar with the PA to support the touring sound engineer
Lighting to our specification
Parking for our vehicle and Crew to help load and unload
At least two dressing rooms with hot showers and clean towels
Access to washing machine, dryer, iron and ironing board
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TEAM
CHOREOGRAPHER: Urja Desai Thakore

SET DESIGN: Simon Daw

DANCERS: Meera Patel, Mira Salat, Saloni Saraf

LIGHTING DESIGN: Hector Murray

Subhash Viman Gorania

DRAMATURGY: Lou Cope

MUSIC: Gurdain Singh Rayatt Hiren Chate, Kaviraj Singh, Praveen Pratap

SOUND ENGINEER: Camilo Tirado

CREATIVE PRODUCER: Nina Head

PRODUCTION MANAGER: Salvatore Scollo

BOOKING INFORMATION
BOOKINGS

PAGRAV DANCE

PRESS & MEDIA

MARKETING

Lia Prentaki

Urja Desai Thakore

Steve Forster

Steph Potts

producer@pagravdance.com

urja@pagravdance.com

steve@sfppr.co.uk

steph@sfppr.cop.uk

07980 922405

07850 526827

07939 221192 / 01603 661459

07960 494105 /01603 661459

TRAILERS AND FURTHER DETAILS
SHORT TRAILER: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vhzr7AzLpdE
MAKING OF TRAILER: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6rCZKxIhBc
PAGRAV WEBSITE: www.pagravdance.com
SOCIAL LINKS:

@pagravdanceco
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ABOUT
Pagrav Dance Company was established in 2005 by Artistic Director, Urja Desai Thakore. Since that time the company
has toured many full-scale works nationally including Baharan, Hats, Anant-Endless, I, Within, and Detox.
Pagrav promotes Kathak, a type of South Asian dance that traces its origins to the nomadic bards of ancient northern
India. These storytellers would recite religious and mythological tales using mime and dance accompanied by
musicians. Kathak is the only classical dance form that has links with Hindu and Muslim culture.
Pagrav invigorates the form within a modern context, design and presentation. It encourages new thinking and
understanding of the discipline.

The Milton Keynes-based company also has a strong commitment to nurturing the next generation of performers by
providing a supportive platform for emerging dancers. Since 2016, Pagrav’s youth ensemble has been touring the UK
with Aunusthan, an evening of classical work.

The development of Kattam Katti will enable Pagrav to create the UK’s very first repertory company for Kathak.

ABOUT URJA DESAI THAKORE
Urja Desai Thakore is one of the UK’s leading kathak practitioners, who
studied under the guidance of Kumudini Lakhia at Kadamb, Ahmedabad
for over 20 years. Urja then read a BA in Kathak from Akhil Bharatiya
Gandharva Maha Vidyalaya. She has also completed a MA in South Asian
Dance with Choreography from the University of Roehampton.

A graceful and emotive dancer, Urja is renowned for her love of
abhinaya

(the

art

of

expression

in

Indian

aesthetics),

subtle

movements and technical strength. Furthermore, her sensitive,
thought-provoking choreographic style is highly regarded by both
traditionalists and modernists alike.

She co-choreographed Akademi’s Bells for the Trafalgar Square Festival, was artistic Director of the first dance festival
in Milton Keynes and was choreographer for the South Asian Dance category of the BBC Young Dancer competition.

